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American Big Business Directory 2001-12-01 the
fundamental and explosive changes in the u s
economy and its business system from 1860 to 1920
continue to fascinate and engage historians
economists and sociologists while many
disagreements persist about the motivations of the
actors most scholars roughly agree on the central
shifts in technologies and markets that called forth
big business recent scholarship however has revealed
important new insights into the changing cultural
values and sensibilities of americans who lived during
the time on women in business on the ties between
the emerging corporations and other american
institutions on the nature of competition among giant
firms and on the dawn of modern advertising and
consumerism this vast accumulation of notable new
work on the social concept and consequences of
economic change in that era has prompted glenn
porter to recast numerous portions of the rise of big
business one of harlan davidson s most successful
titles ever in this the third edition those familiar with
this classic text will appreciate the expanded coverage
of topics beyond the fray of regulation and the
political dimensions of the emergence of concentrated
enterprise namely the influence of the rise of big
business on social history an entirely new bank of
photographs and illustrations rounds out the latest
edition of our enduringly popular title one perfect for
supplementary reading in a variety of courses
including the u s history survey the history of
american business and specialized courses in social



history and the gilded age
American Big Businesses Directory 2002-12-01
while america s relationship with britain has often
been deemed unique especially during the two world
wars when germany was a common enemy the
american business sector actually had a greater
affinity with germany for most of the twentieth
century american big business in britain and germany
examines the triangular relationship between the
american british and german business communities
and how the special relationship that britain believed
it had with the united states was supplanted by one
between america and germany volker berghahn
begins with the pre 1914 period and moves through
the 1920s when american investments supported
german reconstruction rather than british industry
the nazi seizure of power in 1933 led to a reversal in
german american relations forcing american
corporations to consider cutting their losses or
collaborating with a regime that was inexorably
moving toward war although britain hoped that the
wartime economic alliance with the united states
would continue after world war ii the american
business community reconnected with west germany
to rebuild europe s economy and while britain thought
they had established their special relationship with
america once again in the 1980s and 90s in actuality
it was the germans who with american help had
acquired an informal economic empire on the
european continent american big business in britain
and germany uncovers the surprising and differing



relationships of the american business community
with two major european trading partners from 1900
through the twentieth century
The Rise of Big Business 2014-08-26 while america
s relationship with britain has often been deemed
unique especially during the two world wars when
germany was a common enemy the american business
sector actually had a greater affinity with germany for
most of the twentieth century american big business
in britain and germany examines the triangular
relationship between the american british and german
business communities and how the special
relationship that britain believed it had with the
united states was supplanted by one between america
and germany volker berghahn begins with the pre
1914 period and moves through the 1920s when
american investments supported german
reconstruction rather than british industry the nazi
seizure of power in 1933 led to a reversal in german
american relations forcing american corporations to
consider cutting their losses or collaborating with a
regime that was inexorably moving toward war
although britain hoped that the wartime economic
alliance with the united states would continue after
world war ii the american business community
reconnected with west germany to rebuild europe s
economy and while britain thought they had
established their special relationship with america
once again in the 1980s and 90s in actuality it was the
germans who with american help had acquired an
informal economic empire on the european continent



american big business in britain and germany
uncovers the surprising and differing relationships of
the american business community with two major
european trading partners from 1900 through the
twentieth century
The Big Business Reader 1983 public trust in
corporations plummeted in the wake of the 2008
financial crisis when lehman brothers and general
motors became dirty words for many americans in
corporate dreams james hoopes argues that
americans still place too much faith in corporations
and especially in the idea of values based leadership
favored by most ceos the danger of corporations he
suggests lies not just in their economic power but also
in how their confused and undemocratic values are
infecting americans visions of good governance
corporate dreams proposes that americans need to
radically rethink their relationships with big business
and the government rather than buying into the
corporate notion of values based leadership we should
view corporate leaders with the same healthy
suspicion that our democratic political tradition
teaches us to view our political leaders unfortunately
the trend is moving the other way corporate notions of
leadership are invading our democratic political
culture when it should be the reverse to diagnose the
cause and find a cure for our toxic attachment to
corporate models of leadership hoopes goes back to
the root of the problem offering a comprehensive
history of corporate culture in america from the great
depression to today s great recession combining a



historian s careful eye with an insider s perspective on
the business world this provocative volume tracks
changes in government economic policy changes in
public attitudes toward big business and changes in
how corporate executives view themselves whether
examining the rise of leadership development
programs or recounting jfk s pyrrhic victory over u s
steel hoopes tells a compelling story of how america
lost its way ceding authority to the policies and values
of corporate culture but he also shows us how it s not
too late to return to our democratic ideals and that it s
not too late to restore the american dream
Big Business 1956 examines the nature and process
of private policymaking in us firms and how this
interacts with public policymaking
American Big Businesses Directory 2005-11-01 this
study analyzes the influence of big business on the
economic political and social structure of twentieth
century america the author examines the development
of a mass production and consumption economy and
argues that the corporation became a key institutional
force in the united states
American Big Business in Britain and Germany
2016-05-31 written in nontechnical terms big business
and the wealth of nations explains how the dynamics
of big business have influenced national and
international economies in the twentieth century a
path breaking study it provides the first systematic
treatment of big business in advanced emerging and
centrally planned economies from the late nineteenth
century when big businesses first appeared in



american and west european manufacturing to the
present these essays written by internationally known
historians and economists help one to understand the
essential role and functions of big businesses past and
present
American Big Business in Britain and Germany
2014-05-04 otiginally published in 1975 at the time
that louis galambos published the public image of big
business in america in 1975 america had matured into
a bureaucratic state the expression of the military
industrial complex and big business grew so pervasive
that the postwar united states was defined in large
part by its citizens participation in large scale
organizational structures noticing this development
galambos maintains that the single most significant
phenomenon in modern american history is the
emergence of giant complex organizations today
bureaucratic organizations influence the day to day
lives of most americans they gather taxes regulate
businesses provide services administer welfare
provide education and on and on these organizations
are defined by their hierarchical structure in which
the power of decision making is allotted according to
abstract rules that create impersonal scenarios
bureaucracies have developed as a result of
technological changes in the second half of the
nineteenth century based on the premise that these
structures had a stronger influence on modern
america than any other single phenomenon this book
explores the public s response to the growth of the
power and influence of bureaucracy from the years



1880 through 1930 what results is an examination of
the social perception of bureaucracy and the
development of bureaucratic culture
Corporate Dreams 2011-09-30 this is a story about
stories and specifically about some of the stories that
americans have told themselves about corporate
economic power in this book anne mayhew focuses on
the stories surrounding the creation of standard oil
and wal mart and their founders john d rockefeller
and sam walton combining the accounts of economists
with the somewhat darker pictures painted by writers
of fiction to tease out the overarching narratives
associated with american big business mayhew argues
that the diverse views about big business and its
effects of welfare can be reconciled and better
policies derived from a somewhat unlikely
combination of ideas from the business world and
from those who have dissented from the most widely
accepted story told by economists this book draws on
the work of chandler coase and williamson as well as
marx and veblen s discussion of supply chains to
address some of the major social and economics
problems of the twenty first century
Public Forces and Private Politics in American
Big Business 2012-06-21 why feel embarrassed by
business every american benefits every day from the
phenomenal productivity of the free market so why do
so many people feel guilty or skeptical about our
business system in this passionately argued eye
opening book talk radio star and bestselling author
michael medved provides detailed and devastating



rebuttals to the most widely circulated smears against
capitalism myth big business is bad small business is
good truth every big business began life as a small
business and every small business today yearns for
enough success to become a big business tomorrow
for some products like cars or electrical power little
companies can t benefit their workers or customers as
reliably as huge corporations myth business
executives are overpaid and corrupt truth top leaders
will always command top dollar and a company can t
limit executive pay without limiting its access to talent
ferocious long term competition in the corporate
world ultimately rewards focus and hard work not
short cuts and corruption myth you can count on
better treatment from the government than from
business truth if a private company deals with you
poorly you can take your business elsewhere but with
the government s power you get only two choices
compliance or jail medved responds to business
bashing lies with the slashing wit irrefutable facts
fascinating historical nuggets illuminating anecdotes
and liberating clarity that made him one of the top ten
talk radio hosts in the united states this audacious and
urgently needed book provides energy and inspiration
for a beleaguered free market system poised for its
unstoppable comeback
The American Big Business 1979 the age of big
business is a classic american history text by burton j
hendrick that deals with the history of american
business in the years follwoing the civil war and
includes the following excerpt industrial america is a



product of the decades succeeding the civil war yet
even in 1865 we were a large manufacturing nation
the leading characteristic of our industries as
compared with present conditions was that they were
individualized nearly all had outgrown the household
stage the factory system had gained a foothold in
nearly every line even the corporation had made its
appearance yet small scale production prevailed in
practically every field in the decade preceding the war
vans were still making regular trips through new
england and the middle states leaving at farmhouses
bundles of straw plait which the members of the
household fashioned into hats the farmers wives and
daughters still supplemented the family income by
working on goods for city dealers in ready made
clothing we can still see in massachusetts rural towns
the little shoe shops in which the predecessors of the
existing factory workers soled and heeled the shoes
which shod our armies in the early days of the civil
war
Big Business Leaders in America 1963 an against
the grain polemic on american capitalism from new
york times bestselling author tyler cowen we love to
hate the 800 pound gorilla walmart and amazon
destroy communities and small businesses facebook
turns us into addicts while putting our personal data
at risk from skeptical politicians like bernie sanders
who at a 2016 presidential campaign rally said if a
bank is too big to fail it is too big to exist to
millennials only 42 percent of whom support
capitalism belief in big business is at an all time low



but are big companies inherently evil if business is so
bad why does it remain so integral to the basic
functioning of america economist and bestselling
author tyler cowen says our biggest problem is that
we don t love business enough in big business cowen
puts forth an impassioned defense of corporations and
their essential role in a balanced productive and
progressive society he dismantles common
misconceptions and untangles conflicting intuitions
according to a 2016 gallup survey only 12 percent of
americans trust big business quite a lot and only 6
percent trust it a great deal yet americans as a group
are remarkably willing to trust businesses whether in
the form of buying a new phone on the day of its
release or simply showing up to work in the
expectation they will be paid cowen illuminates the
crucial role businesses play in spurring innovation
rewarding talent and hard work and creating the
bounty on which we ve all come to depend
Big Business in America 2021-02-03 this is the
most important dynamic book on the cancers of
monopoly by giant corporations written in our
generation from the foreword by ralph nader
american monopolies dominate control and consume
most of the energy of our entire economic system they
function the same as cancer does in a body and like
cancer they weaken our systems while threatening to
crash the entire body economic american monopolies
have also seized massive political power and use it to
maintain their obscene profits and ceo salaries while
crushing small competitors but thom hartmann



america s 1 progressive radio host shows we ve
broken the control of behemoths like these before and
we can do it again hartmann takes us from the birth of
america as a revolt against monopoly remember the
boston tea party to the largely successful efforts of
both presidents theodore and franklin roosevelt and
other like minded leaders to restrain corporations
monopolistic urges to the massive changes in the
rules of business starting during the reagan revolution
that have brought us to the cancer stage of capitalism
he shows the damage monopolies have done to so
many industries agriculture healthcare the media and
more individuals have taken a hit as well the average
american family pays a 5 000 a year monopoly tax in
the form of higher prices for everything from
pharmaceuticals to airfare to household goods and
food but hartmann also describes commonsense
historically rooted measures we can take such as
revitalizing antitrust regulation taxing great wealth
and getting money out of politics to pry control of our
country from the tentacles of the monopolists
Big Business and the Wealth of Nations 1997
roland marchand s illustrated book tells how large
companies such as at t and u s steel created their own
souls in order to reassure consumers and politicians
that bigness posed no threat to democracy or
american values
The Public Image of Big Business in America,
1880-1940 2019-12-01 the economic and cultural
roots of contemporary american business can be
traced directly to developments in the era between



the civil war and world war i the physical expansion of
the country combined with development of
transportation and communication infrastructures to
create a free market of vast proportion and businesses
capable of capitalizing on the accompanying
economies of scale through higher productivity lower
costs and broader distribution the birth of big
business in the united states illuminates the
conditions that changed the face of american business
and the national economy giving rise to such titans as
standard oil united states steel american tobacco and
sears roebuck as well as institutions such as the
united states post office during this period
commercial banking and law also evolved and as the
authors argue business and government were not
antagonists but partners in creating mass consumer
markets process innovations and regulatory
frameworks to support economic growth the birth of
big business in the united states is not only an incisive
account of modern business development but a
fascinating glimpse into a dynamic period of american
history
Narrating the Rise of Big Business in the USA
2008 archer traces the growth of radio from about
1922 to 1938 detailing the creation of a patent pool in
the early 20 s and toward the end of the decade the
rise of the networks particularly rca and nbc emphasis
is on the economic struggles or the big corporations
at t ge westinghouse in addition to rca for the
dominant role in broadcasting
The 5 Big Lies About American Business 2009-12-01



envy of the world is a history of the rise and
development of the american economy and big
business over four centuries and how the individual
and collective actions of americans native born and
foreign came to create the 12 6 trillion economy of
today although the building american juggernaut was
blessed above other nations with all manner of natural
resources the inventiveness and drive of the american
people made the most of what providence had
bestowed steadily then more swiftly the foundation
was laid for success more intimate knowledge of
economic reality and theory in the 20th century led
ultimately to the world s greatest economy of today at
time of this writing in 2006 following a presidential
election campaign characterized by harsh criticism of
special moneyed interests and foreign outsourcing of
labor many americans have taken a dim view of big
business and the federal government s management
of the economy this book does not shrink from
pointing out episodes of corporate greed and
malfeasance as well as mistakes by washington both
in the recent and distant past however the impression
is epidemic among the populace that the advances
and conveniences of a modern society are the god
given right of americans in point of fact the
cornucopia of excellence that exists in food and
household products clothing and consumer durables
housing and motor vehicle transportation health care
and high tech industry and other goods and services
would not be available to the majority of citizens but
for the ambition effort and yes self interest of



entrepreneurs who founded grew and consolidated
private enterprise companies further the sometimes
contradictoryefforts by government officials to
balance the interests of corporations societal groups
and individuals have created by and large a most
beneficial atmosphere for economic endeavor the
book provides periodic quantitative summation of
gross domestic product population employment
company results and other statistics particularly in
later chapters because the author s philosophy is that
a picture and a thousand words are better than either
one alone he has made extensive use of original charts
and graphs illustrations industry genealogies and
maps timothy j botti holds a phd in the history of
american foreign policy and is a former lecturer
teaching assistant at ohio state university botti s
expertise is in the history of world empires american
military and strategic studies ancient roman history
and the subject of his current work the u s economy
and big business he takes the approach of applying
broad knowledge to broad subjects synthesizing
information from across many areas in 2005 dr botti
created a firm called clp research to provide value
added research products ranging from reports on
businesses and industries to political genealogies over
the internet his previous books include ace in the hole
why the united states did not use nuclear weapons in
the cold war greenwood press 1996 and the long wait
the forging of the anglo american nuclear alliance
1945 1958 greenwood 1987
The Age of Big Business 2019-04-10 in this book anne



mayhew focuses on the stories surrounding the
creation of standard oil and wal mart combining the
accounts of economists with the somewhat darker
pictures painted by writers of fiction
Big Business 2019-04-09 michael dawson provides a
step by step account of how the corporate marketing
behemoth works and grows using first hand evidence
he shows how big business marketing campaigns
penetrate and alter the lives of ordinary americans
book jacket
American Big Businesses Directory, 1994
1994-03-01 a biography of scotsman andrew carnegie
that discusses how his actions as founder of carnegie
steel contributed to the reorganization of the pattern
of industrial activity
The Hidden History of Monopolies 2020-08-25
examines the nature and process of private
policymaking in us firms and how this interacts with
public policymaking
Creating the Corporate Soul 1998 from the 1970s to
the 1990s china implemented a wide array of
industrial policies to build up indigenous big business
groups in their attempts to catch up with the
industries of the developed world with its entry into
the wto china is under huge pressure to pursue the
market friendly policies advocated by the advanced
economies this is the first book in english that applies
the theories of big business catch up and state
intervention to the chinese brewing industry having
gathered first hand research in china yuantao guo
analyzes the relationship between big business



competition and state intervention in the context of
developing economies demonstrating the implications
of the industrial concentration and value chain
integration of the global big business revolution for
catch up by developing world industries considering
to what extent state intervention can allow them to
meet the competitive challenge examining these
themes in relation to the chinese brewing industry
yuantao guo uses detailed case studies of the yanjing
and tsingtao breweries in order to detail the struggles
that chinese brewers have faced this book makes a
significant contribution to modern day discussions on
globalization
The Birth of Big Business in the United States,
1860-1914 2005-11-30 why small business is not the
basis of american prosperity not the foundation of
american democracy and not the champion of job
creation in this provocative book robert atkinson and
michael lind argue that small business is not as is
widely claimed the basis of american prosperity small
business is not responsible for most of the country s
job creation and innovation american democracy does
not depend on the existence of brave bands of self
employed citizens small businesses are not
systematically discriminated against by government
policy makers rather atkinson and lind argue small
businesses are not the font of jobs because most small
businesses fail the only kind of small firm that
contributes to technological innovation is the
technological start up and its success depends on
scaling up the idea that self employed citizens are the



foundation of democracy is a relic of jeffersonian
dreams of an agrarian society and governments
motivated by a confused mix of populist and free
market ideology in fact go out of their way to promote
small business every modern president has sung the
praises of small business and every modern president
according to atkinson and lind has been wrong
pointing to the advantages of scale for job creation
productivity innovation and virtually all other
economic benefits atkinson and lind argue for a size
neutral policy approach both in the united states and
around the world that would encourage growth rather
than enshrine an anachronism if we overthrow the
small is beautiful ideology we will be able to recognize
large firms as the engines of progress and prosperity
that they are
Big Business and Radio 1971 the role of large scale
business enterprise big business and its managers
during the formative years of modern capitalism
1850s 1920s is delineated in this pathmarking book
alfred chandler jr sets forth the reasons for the
dominance of big business in american transportation
communications and central sectors of production and
distribution
Envy of the World 2006 timelines and examples from
well known companies help students gain a better
understanding of the important connections among
public policy and businesses as well as a comparative
understanding of business history over time and in
recent decades
Narrating the Rise of Big Business in the USA 2008-07



the age of big business is a history of how businesses
changed from small competing businesses to large
corporations that controlled major portions of or all of
an industry since the book was written in 1919 it was
fascinating to see how the various industries have
changed from post civil war to post world war i to now
chapter one compared 1865 to 1919 in terms of
technology and business chapter two gave an
overview history of the discovery and business of oil
and described how the first great american trust the
standard oil company was formed chapter three gave
an overview history of the major development and
business of steel and how carnegie steel company was
formed chapter four gave an overview history of the
invention development and business of telephones and
how the american telephone telegraph company was
formed chapter five gave an overview history of the
development of public utilities chapter six gave an
overview history of the development and business of
agricultural machinery and talked about mccormick s
inventions and his three main competitors in that
business chapter seven gave an overview history of
the invention development and business of the
automobile and talked about henry ford
The Consumer Trap 2003 this title presents an
historical survey of the american business corporation
from the colonial era to the present day
Andrew Carnegie and the Rise of Big Business
2007 a new york times bestseller washington post
notable book of 2017 npr best books of 2017 wall
street journal best books of 2017 this book will serve



as the definitive guide to the past and future of health
care in america siddhartha mukherjee pulitzer prize
winning author of the emperor of all maladies and the
gene at a moment of drastic political upheaval an
american sickness is a shocking investigation into our
dysfunctional healthcare system and offers practical
solutions to its myriad problems in these troubled
times perhaps no institution has unraveled more
quickly and more completely than american medicine
in only a few decades the medical system has been
overrun by organizations seeking to exploit for profit
the trust that vulnerable and sick americans place in
their healthcare our politicians have proven
themselves either unwilling or incapable of reining in
the increasingly outrageous costs faced by patients
and market based solutions only seem to funnel larger
and larger sums of our money into the hands of
corporations impossibly high insurance premiums and
inexplicably large bills have become facts of life
fatalism has set in very quickly americans have been
made to accept paying more for less how did things
get so bad so fast breaking down this monolithic
business into the individual industries the hospitals
doctors insurance companies and drug manufacturers
that together constitute our healthcare system
rosenthal exposes the recent evolution of american
medicine as never before how did healthcare the
caring endeavor become healthcare the highly
profitable industry hospital systems which are
managed by business executives behave like
predatory lenders hounding patients and seizing their



homes research charities are in bed with big
pharmaceutical companies which surreptitiously profit
from the donations made by working people patients
receive bills in code from entrepreneurial doctors they
never even saw the system is in tatters but we can
fight back dr elisabeth rosenthal doesn t just explain
the symptoms she diagnoses and treats the disease
itself in clear and practical terms she spells out
exactly how to decode medical doublespeak avoid the
pitfalls of the pharmaceuticals racket and get the care
you and your family deserve she takes you inside the
doctor patient relationship and to hospital c suites
explaining step by step the workings of a system badly
lacking transparency this is about what we can do as
individual patients both to navigate the maze that is
american healthcare and also to demand far reaching
reform an american sickness is the frontline defense
against a healthcare system that no longer has our
well being at heart
American Big Business Directory 2006-04-01
Public Forces and Private Politics in American Big
Business 2014-05-14
Global Big Business and the Chinese Brewing
Industry 2006-12-05
Big Business and Human Values 1957
Big Is Beautiful 2018-03-30
The Visible Hand 1977
The American Business System 1960
Business Enterprise in American History 1986
The Rise of Big Business, 1860-1910 1973
The Age Of Big Business 2023-01-12



The Rise of the American Business Corporation
2013-07-04
An American Sickness 2017-04-11
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